
Everything has its place: for many people life revolves around their home. It is where all aspects of 
life unfold: peace and relaxation have a place as do spending time together, doing the housework 
and working from home. Everything must be organised with due consideration of the functional and 
visual aspects. Our working spaces provide a number of different planning options that are suitable 
for any living concept and space availability. 

Create fully equipped utility rooms with perfect solutions for managing laundry, recycling and storage 
space as well as integrated linear solutions for more limited layouts. A conventional pantry can even 
be given an attractive design with modular furniture and space-saving shelving, or an office can be 
optimally integrated into a room as a workspace. 

Schüller solutions turn cold real estate into homely settings with a focus on all that makes life easier, 
nicer and more endearing.

Working from home
Wenn das Office ins eigene Zuhause verlagert wird, ist lösungsorientiertes Denken gefragt. Daher 
Relocating the office to the home requires solution-oriented thinking. Consequently, the task at hand 
is to optimally utilise the available space. For instance, files and the like disappear into the wall units 
with practical folding flaps and the base units, which can be provided with Tip-On or even extrava-
gant leather handles. The stylish integration of a light into the Frame Racks or wall units positioned 
above perfectly illuminates the work area. The result is a perfectly planned workplace.

Utility room 
Nice and tidy: the multifunctional utility room is the perfect solution for a clean home and provides 
a tailored workspace for laundry, cleaning, storage and recycling. It’s a place where housework won’t 
be such a chore. Whether in a separate room or as kitchen units, the modular concept is fully tailored 
to individual needs and offers a functional, ergonomic solution whatever your requirements may be. In 
the truest sense of the word, form follows function here and offers practical housekeeping solutions.

Modular furniture 
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Pantry  
Enjoyment at hand: the trend of open-plan living also 
poses various challenges when it comes to keeping basic 
provisions. Interior designs where the kitchen and living 
room merge into one require clever ideas for neatly 
and clearly storing utensils, food and other provisions 
without impairing the room’s homely feel.

The pantry is the perfect place to efficiently tidy away 
everyday household items. Interior drawers and pull-
outs, as well as different shelving elements, provide a 
good overview and a perfect storage space for supplies. 
Bulky objects or rarely used kitchen appliances can be 
stored on the practical corner shelves. Combined with 
the crate effect pull-outs, the cross dividers and Flex-
Boxes, the pantry becomes a practical eye-catcher.
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